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Attention Veterinary Surgeons! Are you ready to take your career to the next level in the

charming town of Morpeth? We have an exciting opportunity with a salary of £45K

£60K and offering flexible working!

Benefits:

Excellent Holiday allowance to ensure you have time to relax and recharge.

Flexible working hours to suit your personal needs.

Fantastic CPD allowance to facilitate your professional growth and development.

Job Responsibilities:

Providing highquality care for all animals.

Performing surgery and other procedures.
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Working collaboratively with the rest of the veterinary team.

Location: Morpeth

This picturesque market town in Northumberland boasts a rich history and beautiful scenery.

The local education system is highly rated, making it a great place for families.

The dining options are diverse, ranging from local pubs serving traditional fare to upscale

restaurants offering gourmet dining experiences.

Local attractions include the stunning Northumberland coast, ancient castles, and scenic

walking trails.

Requirements:

Must be registered with the RVCS.

Experience in surgery is essential.

A compassionate and professional approach to animal care is a must.

Apply now and one of our team will be in touch shortly to discuss this exciting opportunity in

more detail.
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growth and development.
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collaboratively with the rest of the veterinary team.
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